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Among us! is a free multiplayer game based on teamwork and betrayal. Unless you discover who they are and eject them from the ship, the crooks will slowly kill the entire crew. Inside us! is a multiplayer murder mystery that is filled with laughter and anger directed at your friends. Among us! is one of the easiest games to play with your friends. Only other users who download and
play games on your local WiFi network and use the same connection can join the match. You also only have to launch the game online and invite your friends to join the server wherever you are. The title also supports cross-play. As a cheater, you need to quickly sneak past other players, choosing areas where you want to kill them or be destructive. Hiding in the air opening, you
can disappear from one place and reappear for the perfect alibi in practice. Depending on the match, you can get up to two crooks on board. If you are not a cheater, you must slowly bring down the number of your fellow crew members and find out who they are when you die to enemies or your own rogue releases. Once the entire team has determined the other player, kick the
player off the ship to see if the allegations were correct. Due to network requirements, this application does not have a single player mode. If you want to play matches, you need a stable WiFi connection or enough mobile data on your device. This can be costly to play the game. Where can I run this program? Is there a better option? but Roblox has various other games available
for you to play with friends and family. Also try pushing buttons, project winters and the town of Salem for more social deception multiplayer experiences. Among us! is a great game to play with friends and family. You can connect with friends in the same room or from across the globe. Do I need to download it? If you are looking for some quick fun and mystery with friends, this is
a great game to download. Few things are as useful as a compass, but you may not find them when you need them. Compus is a simple compass app to find your bearings on the go. It's a clean compass in your pocket, but oversimplified. Every iPhone is equipped with a standard compass app, but its accuracy is by no means ideal. Compus is an alternative iOS compass app. It
uses your phone's magnetometer to determine the real-time direction of the Earth's magnetic field. The app is very simple and rather bare bones. If you don't have the options to speak or the settings to adjust, it's as basic as a compass. You can see the current coordinates and cardinal direction. You can also determine the angle at which the current direction is formed just north.
Angles are represented as standardNo other angle units are provided. Compus is supported by ads that interrupt your compass every few minutes and are free to download. Adding insult to injury, many of them don't have a visible exit button. You have no choice but to exit the app or click on the ad. Where can I run this program?Comps needs to work seamlessly on iOS 7
devices (or later versions) with magnetometers. It is also compatible with Retina displays on iPhone 4. Is there a better option? If you need a more feature-rich compass app, you have an altimeter GPS Pro that measures altitude and other variables. For a simple compass for navigation, commander compass has a super handy map overlay. Compus is not the worst compass app
you can find, but it is more limited than most compass apps on the market. This is barely an improvement over the built-in iPhone Compass app. It's pinchy and useful, but the user experience surrounding ads is very frustrating. Do I need to download it? Compus lacks any options or special features while having ads that interfere with normal use. The built-in compass is fully
serviceable in this state. FUTBIN is a free supplemental app that helps players manage different aspects of their FIFA Ultimate Team game setup. Its rich interface allows you to explore the player database, play draft simulators, access team builders and get all relevant statistics for more efficient gameplay. FUT is a very popular game, with many supplemental apps coming out to
facilitate the player experience. Futwiz and Futview are reliable choices, especially for price and statistics, but FUTBIN is the jewel in the crown of such programs. Put all your information together in one application to make all your data more digestible. But if you are a new player, a huge number of features can overwhelm you at first. FUTBIN is well designed but has a steep
learning curve. A logical structural structure is important for understanding FUTBIN and using it effectively. The app consists of a menu on top of the menu, which will lead you to its various sections. The Start menu displays recent playbacks, the sections you've used the most, and player reference options. The main sub-menu deals with the player. Here you can investigate the
market in convenient real-time diagrams, favorite players, and trading sections. The search bar allows you to browse players with a variety of characteristics. You can also be investigated, give feedback to the FIFA community and read the experiences of all available footballers and other members. Free vs. Paid You can use this app for free, but there are also four price level
options. In particular, subscriptions remove ads from your app and greatly improve the user experience. In addition, the higher tiers allow for a variety of useful notifications, including player, SBC and team prices, market value, headliners, and more. FUTBIN is excellentFor those who want to promote FUT gameplay. It is well thought out and very beneficial for players juggling
huge amounts of information. Do I need to download it? Yes, if you're a big FUT 21 fan. The learning curve is overwhelming for new players, but it's useful to keep all your information in one place. Personalizing your smartphone wallpaper is an effective way to solidify your smartphone's home screen as an integral part of your life. Attractive static home screen wallpaper
background allows you to use your phone experience more positively, upbeat, and exciting. Live wallpapers - move like GIFs when you tap and hold - make the user experience on your Android or iPhone even more interesting. Some smartphones come with built-in live wallpapers, but it takes a few minutes to make your own custom live wallpapers from the videos you have.
Think about how exciting it is to see hummingbirds taken flying wings every time you launch your phone. Sounds attractive? we will show you how to make live wallpapers for iPhone and Android. We will show you how to do this natively on your iPhone without having to download the live wallpaper app. We also cover how to do this with third-party apps on Android - the only way
to achieve this on Android. How to create live wallpapers in iPhoneiPhone wallpaper settings Choose live photos for wallpapers If you have live wallpaper iPhoneSetting live wallpaper iPhone If you have 6S or later, you can natively make live wallpapers on your iPhone without having to download the app. This is because iPhone 6S and later models (not including the first
generation iPhone SE) can take live photos and enable 3D or haptic touch. Live Photos is a very short snippet of a video that allows you to edit and select the best frame for your photo. But they can also be used as live wallpapers. Here's how to do it in iOS 13 and iOS 14. Step 1: Go to Wallpaper Settings &gt;. Step 2: Tap Select New Wallpaper. Scroll down and tap Live Photos.
Make sure you have a live photo: Activate it on. Step 4: Tap Settings. Select Set Lock screen or Set to both. The settings home screen is not important because the wallpaper does not actually go to the home screen. When you do this, tap and hold the image to see the animated live wallpaper on the lock screen. You can also use several iOS apps to save GIFs and videos as live
photos and set them as live wallpapers. For example, IntoLive is a popular iOS app that allows you to convert your videos to live photos, like Giphy.Android Video Live Wallpaper Android Wallpaper Settings How to Create Live Wallpapers on Android You need to download a third-party live wallpaper app. Some of these currently available are some of the most
popularIdutchsolutions video live wallpaper, KLWP live wallpaper maker, GIF live wallpaper, Walloop live wallpaper HD &amp; background 4k/3D. There is also a wide range of automated live wallpaper apps to make and set different live wallpapers for you. For example, Muzei Live Wallpaper updates your Android smartphone daily with new live wallpapers based on famous works
of art. Forest Live Wallpaper, on the other hand, provides forest themed live wallpapers. But if you want to make your own live wallpaper on Android, there is a way to use video live wallpaper. Step 1: Open the app and tap Gallery. Select the video you want to set as live wallpaper. Step 2: Choose your favorite settings for live wallpaper. If you want to save battery or keep it
discreet, you have the option to play audio which is probably not the best idea. You can also loop the video so that it plays repeatedly. You can even choose to play the video screen to keep the live wallpaper running even when you are in the app. Step 3: Once you have selected the settings you want, tap Set Live Wallpaper. There are a lot of similar live wallpaper apps out there
- video live wallpapers are worth checking out - they all work more or less the same way. experiment and - above all - have fun. Here's what's new when you sit down to pay 2020 taxes in the New Year: Dow Jones fell as investor Business Daily Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer ed likely to hit a Covid-19 stimulus check bargain with Republican rival Mitch McConnell. After a
brutal three-year stretch from 2015 to 2017, Ackman's Pershing Square Holdings (OTC: PSHZF) has now compiled consecutive years of stellar returns, and Ackman has almised concerns that he has lost his stock-picking touch. As of December 22, Pershing Square's net asset value increased by 67.5% year-on-year in 2020. Pershing Square's stock is also up 82% in 2020,
crushing a 15.4% rise in the S&amp;P 500. From 2015 to 2017, Ackman's fund lost about 30% of its NAV, lagging the S&amp;P 500 by about 60%. However, Ackman followed up with a 58% NAV gain in 2019 for another big year in 2020. Einhorn, Ackman and others adjusted their portfolio Ackman's huge year: Ackman boosted his 2020 returns with a short-term bet of $27 million
on corporate bonds in March, ultimately resulting in a profit of $2.6 billion in what he called one of the biggest deals in history. Ackman also raised $4 billion this year to launch Pershing Square Tontine Holdings Limited (NYSE: PSTH) SPAC, now the largest SPAC on the market. At the time of the July IPO, Ackman said SPAC plans to take about six months to identify targets and
announce deals in the first quarter of 2021.The shares running in 2020 will still trade at a significant discount to NAV. Pershing's equity investment portfolio is relatively concentrated. At the time of the company's most recent quarterly filing, Pershing held just seven shares. His three largest holdings include Lowe's Companies Inc. (NYSE: LOW), Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc. (NYSE:
CMG) and Restaurant Brands International Inc. (NYSE: QSR). Benzinga's take: Ackman has a long track record of home run trading and dud investing. In years like 2020, he looks like an investment genius, but losing past bets on Valeant Pharmaceuticals and Borders bookstores has investors smarting. Investors should look for Ackman and his fund to continue to be risky, highreward investments beyond 2021. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trading from Benzinga * The S&amp;P 500 did something that has been bullish every time since World War II * 10 Best Performance S&amp;P 500 (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not offer investment advice. All rights are reserved. The New York Stock Exchange announced late Thursday
that it would begin delisting three Chinese telecommunications companies to comply with President Donald Trump's executive order targeting companies affiliated with the Chinese military. Momentum may be an elusive quality, but it's very easy to find. For now, it is clearly on the bio-nanogenomics (BGGO) side. In December, shares in life sciences companies accumulated a
strong 328%. Clearly, investors are buying into a steady stream of positive developments in cytogenetics experts. On Monday, the company revealed that its genome mapping platform Saphyr has been certified in the United States by the American College of Pathologists. The platform marks as the first company to provide laboratory development testing (LDT) using whole
genome analysis, used by Bionano customer Praxis Genomics. Saphyr's optical genome mapping replaces traditional cytogenetic methods, and Maxim analyst Jason McCarthy believes it could be a game changer. The current method is costly because it takes time and effort. Saphyr offers a more efficient and streamlined alternative and a potentially improved diagnostic yield. As
more LDTs are developed, we expect saphyr adoption to increase and bio-nano revenue to boost. While certification is the first of its possible in the United States, whole genome clinical trials are already underway in Europe in several applications, including hereditary genetic disorders and leukemia. The news followed the recent publication of an article that further highlighted
Saphir's qualities. In comparative tests, PacBio's HiFi chemistry was the only possibleDetecting 72% of large SUVs (structural variants) detected by Saphyr.All, McCarthy repeated the purchase valuation of BNGO shares and a price target of $2. With the latest surge in bio-nanos, this figure shows a downside of 5% from current levels. (Click here to see McCarthy's track record)
Two other analysts recently posted a review of THE NGO, one for buying, the other recommending hold and adding to a moderate buy consensus rating. However, it is difficult to keep up with the current speed of stock price growth, with the average price target of $1.42 suggesting a 32% downside. (See ChipRank's BNGO Equity Analysis) To find good ideas for trading healthcare
stocks at attractive valuations, check out TipRanks' Best Stock to Buy, a newly launched tool that connects all of TipRanks' stock insights. Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are even available to featured analysts. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before you make an investment. Investors Business Daily Apple and
Moody's are two famous winning Warren Buffett shares. But many of his top stocks are not clear. Plus, how much would you get? Despite the Covid-19 pandemic that halted the U.S. economy, the Dow and the rest of the major indexes ended the year near record highs. As is the case when there is a wide correlation between stock market profits and economic pain, many
investors begin to wonder if we have witnessed a massive financial bubble. Finding the top semiconductor stocks to buy investors' business daily includes understanding the health of the market to buy chips for their products. Chip stocks rose in 2020 as the industry emerged from the downturn. Wall Street investment firms are burning midnight oil as they approach the end of
2020, publishing year-end notes and New Year's prognosis for investor edits. There's an obvious point: We're in a moment of market rise, and now that the election is settled and the COVID vaccine is entering the distribution network with urgent approval, investor sentiment is high. But lockdown policies implemented to combat the virus this winter are slowing the economic
recovery. It remains to be known whether the economy will really become a tank. Meanwhile, Raymond James strategist Tavis McCourt has announced his take to the current situation and takes his comments into account. First, McCourt points out that investors are focused on the good news: The stock market is focused on the deployment of vaccines and the full resumption of
the economy in 2021, and so far, negative data points have mostly been put aside. Going forward, McCourt said of the next two years, The logical outcome of 2021 (and 2022) isBack to normal with strong EPS growth offset by lower P/Es hampering changes in vaccine stories. We expect the cyclical sector and small cap stocks to continue to outperform, as is common in early
cycle markets. They're tapping high-yield dividend payers as a play on investments of choice. The TipRanks database sheds additional light on JMP's three picks -- shares with dividends of 7% or more -- with investment firms looking at more than 10% upside. The New Residential Investment (NRZ) Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) segment has long been known for its high
and reliable dividends, and is being pushed by tax regulations that state that these companies must return a certain percentage of their profits directly to investors. New Residential Investments, based in New York City, is a typical investment in that area. The company's portfolio includes mortgages, mortgage service rights and loan originality. NRZ is focused on the housing sector.
NRZ is a mid-cap company with a market value of $4.13 billion and a portfolio worth $5.72 billion. The company's revenue is up from the second quarter of 2020 after incurring steep losses during the Corona recession in the first quarter. However, third-quarter earnings were 19 cents per share, down from 54 cents in the previous quarter. But even with that loss, NRZ was careful
to maintain its dividend. In fact, it did more than that. In a string of interesting stories, the company raised its third-quarter dividend to 15 cents per share. In the first quarter, the company returned its common stock dividend to 5 cents in a move to maintain capital during the Corona crisis. It then raised its dividend by 5 cents in subsequent quarters, with a fourth-quarter payment of
20 cents per share announced in mid-December. At this rate, dividends are at an annual rate of 80 cents and yields exceed 7.87%. In addition to the dividend increase, NRZ also announced a share purchase program totaling $100 million. The repurchase is for preferred shares and will go along with the existing repurchase policy of common stock. Analyst Steven Rhodes told
Raymond James' NRZ coverage: We expect strong oligonation volumes and attractive earnings on sales margins to boost strong short-term results and we continue to expect a dividend increase in the fourth quarter. For 4Q20, we are increasing our core earnings estimate by $0.02 per share to $0.35 per share. In 2021, we increased our core earnings estimate by $0.08 per share
to $1.31 per share. In line with these comments, the law evaluates the stock as an outfit (i.e. shopping). His $11.50 target price means a one-year upting of 16%. (To see the track record of the law,Not all analysts agree on stocks, so be careful when that happens. NRZ's strong buy consensus assessment is based on eight unanimous buys. The average price target for the stock
price is 14%, suggesting a change from the current share price of $9.93. (See Chip Rank's NRZ Stock Analysis) Fidas Investment Corporation (FDUS) Next up is Fidas Investment, a business development corporation. The company is one of many of the middle market funding niches, providing debt solutions and capital access to small businesses that may not be able to secure
loans from larger markets. Fidus' portfolio focuses on senior collateral debt and mesoth floor debt for companies valued at between $10 million and $150 million. Fidus has invested in 68 companies, totaling $697 million. The largest part of its portfolio, 59%, is second lien debt, with the rest largely divided into subordinated debt, first debt and equity-related securities. The company
saw revenue growth through the second and third quarters of 2020 after negative results in the first quarter. The top line in the third quarter was about $21 million, up 129% sequentially. After the third quarter, Fidus declared a fourth-quarter dividend of 30 cents per share, the same as the previous two quarters, and an additional 4 cents of special dividend approved by the Board
of Directors. This brings the total quarterly payment to 34 cents per share, with a yield of 9.5%. Raymond James analyst Robert Dodd likes what he sees at Fidas, especially the prospect of dividends. We continue to see risk/reward as attractive at current levels - stocks trade below books and nii.... Solid forecast base dividend coverage from. The Company expects FDUS to firmly
over-earnings a quarterly base dividend of $0.30/stock throughout the forecast period. As a result, we do a modest supplement to the project.... Dodd put an outpaform (i.e. buy) rating on the stock and set the target price at $14. At current levels, that target will show an upting of 10.5% in the coming months. (Click here to see Dodd's performance) Wall Street is somey divided on
FDUS shares, a situation reflected in the consensus ratings of moderated buy analysts. This rating is based on four reviews, including two purchases and two holds. The stock is at $12.66, suggesting a modest 5% increase from current levels. (See Chip Rank FDUS Equity Analysis) Returning to the TPG RE Finance Trust (TRTX) REIT division, we are looking at TPG RE Finance
Trust, the real estate finance division of global asset company TPG. The REIT has a market capitalization of $820 million and has built a portfolio of commercial mortgages worth a total of $5.5 billion. The company is a provider of original commercial mortgages starting at $50 million, primarily in major U.S. markets. Largest share ofLoans and real estate, mainly in the East, like
many financial firms, TPG RE Finance suffered severe losses in the first quarter due to the corona pandemic crisis, but has since recovered significantly. Third-quarter revenue rose 9% year-over-year to $48 million. During the quarter, TPG received loan repayments totaling $199.6 million and had $225.6 million on hand in cash or cash equivalents at the end of the quarter. The
company was able to easily raise a dividend of 20 cents per share in the third quarter. In the fourth quarter, the company recently declared a non-recurring special cash dividend of 18 cents, as well as a recurring payment of 20 cents. Taken together, dividends give a yield of 7.5 percent, almost four times higher than the average for S&amp;P-listed companies. Back to Raymond
James' REIT expert Steven Rhodes, you'll see that he too is bullish on TRTX. We believe TRTX has underperformed since reporting third-quarter results, createing attractive buying opportunities. Core earnings will continue to benefit from LIBOR's loan floor, with new investments expected to resume in the first quarter. The company's portfolio is 14% retail and hotel exposure
combined, below the sector average of 19%. To this end, the law evaluates TRTX a Strong Buy, suggesting that his $13 price target will pick up about 22% in 2021. (Click here to see the law's track record) This stock also holds a strong buy rating from analyst consensus, based on three unanimous buy reviews set in recent weeks. The stock is at $10.67, and its average target of
$11.00 suggests a modest 3% increase from current levels. To find a good idea for trading dividend stocks at attractive valuations (see Chip Rank's TRTX Equity Analysis), visit TipRanks' Best Stock to Buy, a newly launched tool that connects all of TipRanks' stock insights. Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are even available to featured analysts. The content is for
informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before you make an investment. Investor Business Daily It's been quite a year of contrast for investors. Owning the wrong S&amp;P 500 shares, you lost billions, but also for taking huge profits. BEIJING (Reuters) - Tesla said on Friday it would begin selling Model Y sport utility vehicles (SUVs) made in China
and deliver them to customers this month as the U.S. electric car maker expands sales in the world's largest auto market. China, which provides hefty subsidies for electric vehicles seeking to reduce pollution in gasoline and diesel vehicles, is key to Tesla's global strategy. According to the Chinese website, the starting price of the Chinese Model Y is currently 339,900 yuan
($52,091.95). Every October, the Social Security Administration (SSA) announces annual changes to the Social Security program next year.According to the SSA's annual fact sheet, the security changes announced in October 2020 will take effect on January 1, 2021. Keep this information in mind when updating your social security information. In 2021, about 70 million Social
Security recipients are seeing a 1.3% cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) for their monthly benefits. The adjustment helps benefits keep up with inflation and is based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI-W) for city wage earners and clerical workers calculated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). If you are worried about a stock market correction, or ultimately heading into bearish
market territory, consider considering the foreign exchange trading funds (ETFs) listed below. They will all give you more fault protection than the majority of ETFs across the ETF universe. Finally, Annus Horrivilas 2020 is coming to an end and it's time to get a portfolio for the new year. There is good news to encourage investors in 2021. As evidence that governments can
sometimes move on speed and decisions, the FDA has given emergency approval to both Pfizer and the Modana COVID vaccine, and Schott is entering the distribution network. Elections are resolved except for a Georgia Senate vote, but no matter how they turn out the overall outcome, a closely divided government has no clear obligation to delegate the bill outright. This is a
regulatory stasis transplant, which means predictability and is good for the market. These are the facts behind the rise in investor sentiment that has pushed the Dow Jones, S&amp;P 500 and Nasdaq to record levels. And that upbeat sentiment that top Wall Street analysts are choosing stocks as potential winners for the year 2010. And when top Wall Street analysts say they're
make these calls, we mean it. These are stock picks from the top five analysts in the TipRanks database. These are stock experts with the most recommendations on file, the highest success rate, and the highest average return. So let's see what they have to say about these three strong buy stocks. ZoomInfo Technologies (ZI) tech companies, especially in the cloud,
communications and marketing segments, have some clear opportunities during the COVID pandemic. ZoomInfo is part of this group. The company's services include digital marketing intelligence, account and data management, demand generation, and lead prospecting. ZoomInfo offers AI cloud software designed to make these background tasks more efficient so sellers can
focus on sales. ZI shares have seen volatile trading since they went public in June 2020, but overall, the share price is up 34% year-on-year. ZoomInfo's third quarter as a publicly traded company showed strong results encouraging investors. Top-line revenue reached $123.4 million, up 11.8%.56% year-on-year. EPS, which was negative in the second quarter, turned positive with
earnings per share of 2 percent in the third quarter. The company ended the quarter with $59.8 million in free cash flow. ZoomInfo has received reports of 720 customers with annual contract values of more than $100,000. In zoomInfo's review, Piper Sandler's Brent Braislin assesses one Wall Street analyst by TipRanks to lay out a brief bullish case. We have raised our revenue
estimate for this year to $13.6M and $19.6M next year, taking into account the broad strength and minor contribution from the acquisition of Everstring and Clicaghy. We are zi buyers based on our ambition to build a modern go-to-market (GTM) operating system with a unique business model that balances high growth with high margins. Based on strong third-quarter results and a
good fourth-quarter outlook, we will be an aggressive buyer of ZI given the unique profile of the high-growth and high-margin model with limited downdling risk, Braislin disagreed. Bracelin has set a price target of $59 to go along with this overweight (i.e. buy) rating, suggesting that ZI has room for growth of ~25% next year. (Click here to see Braislin's performance) Overall, there
have been nine recent reviews of ZoomInfo's records, all of which are buys, and the analyst consensus rating has been a unanimous strong buy. The stock is at $47.03, and the average price target of $55.89 shows an uptung potential of about 19% from that level. IKOL Holdings (ICHR) next is a holding company who designs, engineers and manufactures gas and chemical fluid
supply systems essential to various industries by subsidiaries (see Chip Rank's ZI Stock Analysis). Icor is best known for its contribution to capital equipment in the semiconductor industry, with gas modules and chemical process subsystems accounting for a significant portion of the cost of each chip. Icor's systems are also used to manufacture LED displays, biological medical
devices and alternative energy sources. Specialized manufacturing can certainly be a profitable niche, especially when companies are building the parts and tools needed for top-line industries. Semiconductor chips are essential in the digital world and cannot be manufactured without input from Icor tools. This gives Icor a competitive advantage because it offers products that
customers can't do. This can be seen in quarterly sales, which are increasing slowly and steadily throughout 2020. The company toted $220 million in the first quarter and reported $228 million in the third quarter. The third quarter was up 47% year-over-year, resulting in six consecutive quarters of sequential profit gains. EPS was 45 cents per share, up 28 percent. According to
TipRanks, among the fans is Quinn Bolton of Needham, who is second on Wall Street [we] believe Ikol's foundation remains strong. We expect this offering to enable ICHR to pursue meaningful and additional M&amp;A.Market position accelerates revenue growth and provides vertical integration and high gross margin over time. Looking further, if the company achieves its LT
business model over the next three years, NG's profitable earnings will be considered at $4.85 per share, bolton commented. To this end, Bolton buys and values the shares and his $40 price target means a one-year upside of 32%. (If you want to see Bolton's track record, click here) Like Bolton, Wall Street is choosing ICHR as its long-term winner. With four unanimous buy
valuations assigned in the past three months, the stock earns the consensus of strong buy analysts. In addition to the good news, its $40 average price target put the possibility of an upting at ~32%. Docusine (DOCU) finally is DocuSign, a cloud-based electronic signature service from San Francisco (see Chip Rank's ICHR Stock Analysis). DocuSign provides customers with a
validated and secure electronic signature option for online documents. Customers increase efficiency by reducing the amount of ink and paper used for printing, and reducing the time spent printing and distributing hard copies for signatures. DocuSign shares are seeing a sharp rise in 2020 as the move to remote work and virtual offices put a premium on digital services and online
verification. DOCU is up 205%, more than three times its value this year. The stock rose as the company's earnings rose. The top line rose 29 percent between the first and third quarters, with third-quarter figures reaching $382.9 million. Third-quarter profit was up 53% year-over-year. The yo-i increase in free cash flow was even more impressive, going from a negative $14 million
to a surplus of $38 million. All of this leads RBC's Alex Zukin, 3 analysts in the TipRanks database, evaluating DOCU Outfit (i.e. buy) along with a price target of $325. When analyst Tessys takes place, investors get a 44 percent gain. (Click here to see Zukin's track record) In support of his stance, Zukin added, The beat continues as DOCU provided another very strong quarter of
acceleration on all indicators. What is even more impressive in our minds is that this is almost entirely driven by the acceleration of our core electronic signature business with the company, which we are confident is still penetrating very modestly into TAM (significantly expanded) that we can maintain growth above pre-pandemic levels in a post-pandemic world. Likewise, other
Wall Street analysts like what they're seeing. If you receive 10 buy valuations vs. 3 holds in the last 3 months, the stock will earn a strong buy consensus rating. The average price target is $276.46, and analysts see an upting potential of about 22% in DocuSign stores. (See Tip Rank's DOCU stock analysis) To find good ideas for trading stocks with attractive valuations, check out
TipRanks' Best Stock to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings everything together.Tip Ranks stock insights. Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are even available to featured analysts. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before you make an investment. The bond market has been a barren area for income, with fixed
income yields remaining stuck at historic lows. With interest rates just above record lows, yield opportunities are gathering in the stock market, says David King, co-manager of the Columbia Flexible Capital Income Fund. King is an income-hungry investor with a 30-stock Dow Jones Industrial Average. There's no need to look at the so-called Dogs of the Dow, Xpeng Inc.s 10
highest-yielding stocks - ADR (NYSE: XPEV) is one of the hottest electric car stocks of 2020, and one Wall Street analyst said Thursday that investors can expect the XPeng rally to continue into 2021. : BofA Securities analyst Min Soon-lee repeated his buying assessment of XPeng, raising his price target from $43 to $51.10. XPeng Tessis: BofA's price target increase follows
XPeng completing a $2.8 billion rights issue at the beginning of December. Following the funding round, Lee said XPeng has plenty of cash needed to fund its growth and plenty of short-term catalysts going forward. XPeng launched a free charging program in 24 Chinese cities in September and has already expanded its program to 100 cities, analysts said. XPeng aims to double
its total to 200 cities in 2021, lee said, and its fast-charging network will help build the company's brand loyalty and increase long-term sales growth. In addition, XPeng is expected to have several major product launches in 2021. Analysts expect the sedan, the company's third model, to be on the market in the fourth quarter of 2021. In addition, an upgraded version of the G3 and a
lithium phosphate battery version of the G3 will be available at a lower price. Lee forecasts growth of 61% of XPeng's annual sales through 2025. It continues to be positive for XPeng's long-term share acquisition and increased profitability. For the latest electric vehicle news, click here to check out Benzinga's EV hub. Benzinga's take: There are plenty of reasons why investors are
excited about XPeng's future, but the stock has already risen 125.2% in the last three months and traded at 86 times sales. As many of the hottest EV stocks do, some tremendous long-term successes are already priced into stocks at today's levels. Photo credit: XPeng. XPEV DateFirmActionFromTo 2020 Deutsche Bank Latest Ratings 2020 Deutsche Bank December 2020UBS
Downgrades Purchase 2020Citigroup See More Analyst Ratings from Neutral November 2020 Citigroup Maintenance Purchase XPEV More Analyst Ratings From Benzinga * See more from Benzinga * Click here for options tradingBenzinga * Three catalysts that could burst the dotcom bubble and cause it to happen again in 2021?* 2021(C) 2020 Benzinga.com to boost its share
price. Benzinga does not offer investment advice. All rights are reserved. Investors' business DailyGE's turnaround is winning over more followers on Wall Street, and the Boeing 737 Max quickly returned to service. Are GE shares buying now? After a spectacular year, the precious metal is expected to make further gains in 2021, silver is expected to outperform, and cautious
growth in the outlook for gold is progressing as the global economy recovers from the effects of coronavirus. This, alongside the supply deficit, has pushed up the price of gold and palladium by more than 20% this year, with silver up 47% and platinum up 10%. We're going to see a record high for gold and palladium [in 2021], said Philip Newman of consultant Metals Focus. It can
also create financial stress if your spouse is left with credit card debt, unpaid loans and other financial obligations. You may wonder: I.. Read more -&gt; Am I responsible for my late spouse's debts? first appeared on the Smart Assets blog. Blog.
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